
	  

	  

Groupon Scheduler FAQ 
 
 
What is Groupon Scheduler? 
Groupon Scheduler is an easy-to-use online booking and staffing management tool 
available to small businesses in the US and Canada (excluding Quebec). Scheduler is 
the most intuitive and complete free product of its kind and represents the latest addition 
to Groupon’s extensive suite of merchant marketing tools, which help business owners 
acquire more customers and run their businesses more successfully. 
 
How does it work? 
Groupon Scheduler is a web-based scheduling tool for business owners and can be 
used to accept and manage online bookings for all of their services—not just those 
offered through Groupon. Merchants can add a special “Book Now” button to their 
website to allow customers to use the application. 
  
For consumers, Scheduler allows those who purchased a Groupon deal to schedule, 
change or cancel appointments. Once a booking is complete, both consumers and 
merchants get immediate email confirmations as well as automated email reminders up 
to 72 hours before scheduled appointments, reducing no-shows and cancellations.  
 
When is Groupon Scheduler launching? 
A beta version of Groupon Scheduler will be available free of charge to all business 
owners in the U.S. and Canada (excluding Quebec) beginning March 19, 2012. The 
product was first made available in December 2011 as part of a pilot launch to Groupon 
merchants in Miami and Sacramento.  
 
Why is Groupon launching Groupon Scheduler? 
We’re always looking for new and innovative ways to help merchants run their 
businesses and improve the Groupon experience for consumers. Scheduler not only 
makes it easy for Groupon customers to use their deals, but also sends important email 
reminders that help reduce their chances of missing an appointment. Merchants get a 
free, convenient way to accept online bookings, manage customer appointments and 
employee schedules—freeing them up to spend more time with customers and oversee 
other aspects of their business.  
  
Does Groupon Scheduler cost anything? 
While scheduling software systems similar to Groupon Scheduler can cost up to $40 a 
month or more, we’re offering a free beta version of Groupon Scheduler to all business 
owners in the U.S. and Canada (except Quebec) beginning March 19, 2012. Just visit 
http://groupon.com/scheduler to sign up.  
 
Is there any cost to the consumer?   
No. Groupon Scheduler is free for both merchants and consumers and provides benefits 
to both.  
 
Does Groupon Scheduler work for restaurants and hotels? 
Groupon Scheduler does not currently support restaurants or hotels. As we continue to 
look for new and innovative ways to improve the merchant and consumer experience, 
we will look at new functionalities to support other types of businesses. 
 
 
 
 
 



	  

	  

Why should a merchant use Groupon Scheduler for their business? 
Merchants can customize almost every aspect of Scheduler, including business hours, 
locations, services offered and appointment confirmations. Scheduler sends consumers 
immediate booking confirmations as well as automated email reminders up to 72 hours 
before scheduled appointments, which helps reduce late arrivals, no-shows and 
cancellations.  
 
In addition, Scheduler provides merchants with a client list and business dashboard 
showing real-time numbers of total appointments, new customers and percentage of 
bookable time filled.  Scheduler also gives merchants the ability to easily track Groupon 
redemptions. 
 
What types of merchants are eligible to use the product? 
Groupon Scheduler works for a wide range of appointment-based businesses especially 
spas, salons, services and businesses offering classes or scheduled activities. 
Merchants in the U.S. and Canada (except Quebec) will have access to a free beta 
version of Groupon Scheduler beginning March 19, 2012.  A business does not need to 
be a Groupon merchant to use this version.   
 
Why should consumers use Groupon Scheduler? 
Scheduler takes the hassle out of scheduling appointments by allowing a consumer to 
book an appointment whenever, wherever and however they choose.  It’s free, easy to 
use, offers 24/7 access and sends automated email reminders up to 72 hours before 
scheduled appointments.  
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